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Description: 
Self/air deployable UAS capable of dashing ahead of MV-22 to conduct final 
reconnaissance of LZ to update threat situation in route to the objective.  Purpose is to 
reduce tactical surprise to USMC assault forces on long range missions. 
Goal: 
Arrive  at least 5 minutes ahead of assault aircraft and provide threat update on 
objective for go/no go decision. 
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½ Scale Patriot Missile 
Specs: 
 Diameter          -    7.5 in 
 Altitude            -  4,200 ft 
 Max Velocity    - 720 fps (0.63 Mach)  
 Weight              - 35-40 lbs  
 
Mission: 
 Construct a collapsible glider to fit within the rocket 
 Mount camera on glider and/or rocket 
 Deploy parachute at predefined altitude 
 Deploy glider after/with parachute deployment 
 Recover all missile components 
 Recover all glider components 
 Obtain missile flight data 
 Obtain glider flight data 
 
Current Phase: CONCEPTUAL 
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Concept of Operations, Functional Analysis and Architecture 
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